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Roro Container
Safety Guidance.
(Open top, closed top security &
compactor bin).

Dimensions h - 2.4m, w – 2.4m, d – 6.1m
(Average weights for paper 5t, cardboard 2t).

Please ensure that when Perry’s drivers are attending your site there are no
pedestrians or obstacles in their way. Personnel must stand well clear and within full
view of the driver at all times.
Please do not allow your personnel to climb onto any of the containers provided. This
is both dangerous and unnecessary. The ladders on the container are strictly for
Perrys drivers use only.
Perry’s drivers must be provided with adequate space to exchange the containers.
Also ensure that vehicles, goods or pallets etc. do not block access to container
when a collection has been arranged.
Open top containers must not be filled any higher than their internal height (level
load). An over filled container can be extremely hazardous for our drivers when
sheeting the load.
Customers are asked to ensure that the containers are only used for the purpose
they are supplied for: i.e. cardboard, paper, polythene, wood, security destruction as
stated in the service level agreement. Any contamination such as rubbish, plastic
strapping etc. must not be placed in this container.
Customers are responsible for the tipping costs and re-painting where paper has
been burnt inside the skips. Costs can be made available upon request.
Any container with defects must be reported to the driver, who will fill out a defect
sheet for remedial action to be taken.
Perry’s drivers are instructed to obey customer’s site safety rules. If there are any
special instructions, please inform the driver or advise Perry’s office.
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